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nER pace slowed as she approached th'
long row of weather-beaten mailboxes
each with its faded red flag and eacl
with the name and rural address of it
owner scrawled awkwardly upon either sid€
She paused perfunctorily at the next to th
last box, the most dilapidated of all, whicl
bore the name (almost imperceptible now
of Allan J. Rawlings.
The contents of the box, as she removet
them, were of small concern to her. Thi
being the second day of July, there woub
be the monthly bill from the general store
several magazines and a newspaper for hei
grandfather, and perhaps another of thoS'
chedks for five or ten dollars to her mother
which always came in a long brownish en
velope addressed in a handwriting unknowi
to Josephine.
Her attitude of unconcern, however
changed to that of mild curiosity when sh<
caught sight of a thick white envelopi
which seemed to be hiding near the back o
the large box. She reached in and pullec
it out, and much to her surprise found tb
letter addressed to her. To her, Josephine
to whom few people even spoke—to her wh<
had never received a letter in all her seven'
teen years
!
When she was able to collect hei
thoughts, she knew from the return address
that the letter came from State University
Dr. Harrington had, after all, known wha^
he was talking about. Without opening it
she knew by its thickness that it was ar
application form for admission into th(
University. Many times, as she walkec
along the road toward home, she repeated
the words to herself : "I, Josephine, am go-,
ing to the University!"
AINED
Jean Jinnett
First Prize Award
In Prose Contest
She turned the envelope over and over
in her hands, hardly able to refrain from
tearing it open, though she knew that it
w^ould never do to soil the white sheets with
her ink-stained hands. She stared with
defiance at the black smudges—symbols of
forty-eight hours spent each week in the
despised bookbindery and printing com-
pany. Her grandparents had shown signs
of surprise that she had held the tiring job
so long. "Josephine has an air of defi-
ance," they said, "so like the one that ruined
her mother's life."
Not until quite recently had Josephine
understood remarks like this concerning
her mother. She had wondered, of course,
why her family was shunned by so many
people, particularly by the Wilcox family,
who, though they lived quite near the Raw-
lingses, had never allowed their fourteen-
year-old twin daughters to associate with
her. Her grandmother's explanation that
her father had died fifteen years ago had
seemed quite natural until Josephine be-
gan to wonder why she, her mother, and her
grandparents all had the same surname.
Recently something had happened that
made Josephine ponder even more—some-
thing that made her come to a long-dreaded
conclusion concerning her own early child-
hood and her mother's untalked of youth.
Mr. Wilcox, their neighbor, paid Josephine's
mother a visit. Josephine herself had been
at work at the time, but afterwards she
heard fragments of conversation that
hinted of a quarrel between her mother and
Mr. Wilcox concerning money, the merits
of a good mother, and Josephine's future.
As she turned off the dirt road and onto
the long driveway that led to the old Raw-
lings' farmhouse, Josephine looked again at
the letter, and her ink-stained fingers once
more attracted her attention. If she could
only hold the job down until the end of the
summer, the ink smudges and all the
sordid thoughts with which she associated
them would be gone from her life per-
manently.
That evening she excused herself and
left the dinner table, although the meal was
scarcely begun. The walk to Dr. Harring-
ton's was a long one, and they would need
plenty of time to fill out the application.
She glanced at her hands, which she had
scrubbed carefully to remove even the faint-
est trace of the printer's ink. Satisfied
that her hands were clean, she resolved not
to give the ink another thought. Every-
thing about the evening must be perfect, she
told herself, for it was indeed the turning
point of her life. She laid the still unopen-
ed envelope upon her outstretched hand, as
if weighing its content. The people at the
University must want to know everything
that has happened to you since the moment
you were born, she thought, as she measured
the thickness of the envelope with her
thumb and forefinger. She hoped she
would be able to fill out the application in
a manner that would make a good impres-
sion. Of course. Dr. Harrington had said
that applying for admission was no more
than a mere formality in her case. Her es-
say on "Taking Your Place in the Communi-
ty," which had won first prize in the Univer-
sity-sponsored statewide contest, had insur-
ed her of a full scholarship for four years.
(Continued on Page 19)
WALLACE GOULD: NOMAD POET
POLLYANNA MARTIN
XT was a night in 1920 that the nomadpoet, Wallace Gould, came to Farm-
ville. It must have been the quarter
Abnaki Indian blood from his mother's side
that made him leave his home in Madison,
Maine, where generations of Goulds had
lived on the banks of the Kennebec River.
First, he had wandered down to New York
where he had spent a while among the Bo-
hemian circle of Greenwich Village which
had numbered among its members such
literary figures as Hart Crane, Amy Lowell,
Marianne Moore, Carl Sandburg, and Wil-
liam Carlos Williams. But Wally Gould, an
easy-going hermit by nature, had found this
life too strenous and in true nomad fashion
had packed up and moved on to Virginia.
That night when he arrived in Farmville
the streets were filled with laughing crowds
of young people on their way to Shannon's
to buy cherrie smashes and chocolate stirs,
or to the Eaco Theater (pronounced
"Echo") to see the silent movies. The in-
different Bohemian appearance of this
stranger from Maine in their midst caused a
tremor of excited whispering to pass
through the bystanders as he glided calmly
down the street and stopped at the ticket
office of the theater where the proprietor
was busily shuffling tickets and money.
"I hear that your mechanical piano is
broken," said Wally. "How about letting me
play?"
The proprietor glanced suspiciously at
this tall, handsome, mountain of a man with
longish white hair, who stood well over six
feet tall and was wearing a rumpled blue
shirt and dirty khaki pants with a cummer-
bund about his waist.
"I promise you I won't hurt it," laughed
Wally.
The next time the curious Farmvillians
saw the big stranger, he was seated at the
piano playing the accompaniment for the
silent movie.
It was quite evident that Wally was a
master of the piano. Later it was learned
that classical music was his real love. But he
had been forced through poverty to make
cheap show music his mistress. When he
had once been informed as to the type of
movie to be played, he immediately supplied
an appropriate theme while he read a book
on the side, munched peanuts, and occasion-
ally turned to laugh at the audience.
Wally Gould found the quiet, easy-going
atmosphere of Farmville to his liking; so he
took on the piano job full-time for $18 a
week and rented a little farm house in Cum-
berland County from the proprietor of the
theater. Dr. Whitaker, who was also the
local veterinarian. Wally soon convei'ted
the tiny clapboard house into a beautiful,
well-kept home surrounded by flower beds,
fruit trees, and a smooth lawn traversed by
flagstone paths. Here he lived all alone
with his dozens of cats, each of which had a
name. He talked to them as if they were
human beings and gave them the run of
the house. The few friends that Wally had
made through common interests in litera-
ture, art, and music were invited to his
little home where he received them at the
back door, clad only in his robe. His friends
enjoyed these evenings spent with him in
the little Cumberland County home, for
Wally Gould was a gracious host, serving
them delicious food that he had cooked from
his own recipes and entertaining them with
his brilliant conversations. It was apparent
that he was well-informed on many sub-
jects, particularly on all phases of litera-
ture. To the delight of his guests, he would
give vivid accounts of literary figures and
quote profusely from their works.
When he spoke, he displayed a mam-
moth intelligence; all in all, his was a
scintillating personality notable for its
friendly courteousness so characteristic of
his aristocratic lineage. The fact that he was
a very profane man did not detract from
his geniality, for vernacular language came
unconsciously to his lips and appeared quite
(Continued on Page 17)
The Silver Fish Bowl
Barbara Caskey
Adapted from Solo by Armando Palacio Valdes
^^^HE sun was slowly
V^_J fading away behind
the mountain. Only
about half of it was still
visible above the tallest,
straightest peak in the
range, when Josh Turner
laid down his hoe. Weari-
ly he turned and walked
slowly back towards the
shack. Immediately upon
arrival in the dooryard, he
spied his young son,
Studie, down on hands and knees digging
the dirt away from the roots of the double-
trunk maple tree. Josh smiled and the
weariness left his face. His arms, which
before had hung limply at his side, involun-
tarily stretched out to receive the small
bulk of his child. This day would be like
every other day, father and son alone in
their world.
Studie smiled happily as a small, black
cricket dizzily crawled over the big dirt
mounds to get to safety. Then he turned to
his father and flashed an even bigger smile.
Josh took the child's hand and looked up to
the sky to judge the time.
"If you ain't real hungry yet, there's
still time to walk to the lake—the one with
the silver fish in it," said Josh. "But first,"
he continued, "you gotta put the dirt back
around the maple tree."
Studie took a few kicks at the mounds
with his foot, looked impishly out of the
corner of his eye to note the expression on
his father's face, and bent down to pat the
dirt with his little three-year-old hand.
Then he joined his father, and they were
ready to begin their excursion to the spot
that Studie thought was the most exciting
place in the whole mountains, at least in the
part of the mountains that he knew.
"Ready?" Without a word, Studie
scampered around to the other side of the
shack and returned carry-
ing his most cherished pos-
session—a wooden ball
that his father had carved
for him. It was as smooth
as silk—as smooth as the
baby hands that caressed
it. Studie smiled his
readiness and off they
went, out of the clearing
and down the muddy path.
They were a strange-
looking couple, those two
—the father holding his son's hand to keep
him from slipping on the stones and stoop-
ing almost double so the little hand could
reach his. Hand in hand, they traveled
down the steep mountain path. Josh guiding
Studie around the treacherous rolling stones
and brownish puddles.
They came to the blackberry bramble,
where many a time they had picked the
full, juicy berries for a special birthday pie
or for just an evening dessert. During
these visits. Josh would have to watch his
small son closely, for somehow Studie
seemed to prefer the hard, red berries to
the plump, black ones. As they passed this
time, the birds fluttered out of the brambles
and flew to the nearby trees.
Father and son walked on. They passed
the old sycamore tree with the hole
through its trunk and the rock that Studie
always waved at because it looked like a
man's face. When they reached the fork
in the road. Josh and Studie turned off onto
the smaller path. The wooden ball was
clutched tightly in the small hand, for this
was the place where the ball had gotten
lost in the brush, and where many anxious
minutes had gone by before it had been
found.
A blackbird flew out of the thicket be-
fore them and squawked loudly, its dinner
(Continued on Page 21)
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By Jackie Marshall
f?/^XCUSE me, Sir. Can
|^j[_ you tell me where I
can sit awhile and
maybe buy a drink? This
hitchhiking business dies
away around noon. If you can
point out a drugstore, I'd be
much obliged."
"Howdy, Soldier. Well,
now. If you're not particular,
you can come right in my
store, here. It's only a country
store, but I just might have
some cold apple cider that
I'm itching to share with a
. needy person like yourself.
My name's Hawkins—Jed
Hawkins. Come on in. Soldier.
Like you say—-business dies
away at noon. By four o'clock
the cars will be flying by
here, but it's not often any-
body stops. They just pass
through, going to the city.
Here's your cider. Now put
your bags down and seat
yourself."
"Thank you, sir. Sitting
here makes me feel like I'm
back home sitting in the
corner grocery store. Why,
even the people walking by
look familiar. Now take that
old fellow shuffling along
out there. Back home, we
have an old man of the
streets, too. He does nothing
but walk and loaf. I just
can't understand a man like
that. Do you suppose he ever
had any dreams? You
wouldn't think so, to see him
now."
"Hold on there. Soldier.
When you speak of that old
fellow, mind your words!
He's got a place in my heart
and prayers just as he has
with all the older folks
around in these parts. Yep!
He had his dreams once just
like the rest of us. But he lost
them. He once was a leader
—
a big man. Now, for all he
gave in life, he gets nothing
but what he asks for.
"It must've been forty
years ago when he first came
here. Then this town was
even smaller than it is now.
Folks lived by their crops.
Didn't care what was going
on in the world beyond their
cornfields, just settled for
making the other farmer's
business their business, too.
Nobody gave a hang for the
latest luxuries or modern
conveniences. They just lived
to work and worked to live.
"Then Eddy Shawn came
and bought a farm to settle
on, and the whole population
of eighty-seven people be-
came mighty curious as to
just where this big, good-
looking fellow came from.
"He seemed to be a God-
fearing man because every
Sunday, rain or shine, he was
singing hymns and praying
with the rest of us at the
country church.
"All the young girls would
smile and flirt with him,
while the older women eyed
him with a little suspicion, a
little respect and — when
their husbands weren't look-
ing—a little pleasure.
"Young boys admired him
and the men came to under-
stand him. Sometimes they
had long talks mth him.
That's how the folks learned
he had a mind chocked full of
fine new ideas for progress in
a town like ours—blamed
good ideas they were too! In
fact, all the to^\^lfolk got
do\\Tiright fidgety and began
to want their town to be built
up and modernized.
"When Eddy was asked to
address the church congrega-
tion one Sunday about erect-
ing a new church, as well as
a few other buildings in town,
he said he'd be glad to. The
very next Sunday, he gave a
powerful talk and pointed
out how we could do this and
that to make this town a bet-
ter one.
"Within the next three
years, this town got to be a
worthwhile stopover for
passing motorists. There
were twelve tourist homes,
two general stores, a depart-
ment store, a new saloon, and
a traffic light in the middle
of town, which only turned
red when schoolchildren were
crossing the streets.
"Everybody in town did his
best to build the place up, but
Shawn was the man who was
back of it all.
"When the people put him
up for mayor, they knew he
would be elected, but some
wisecracking loafer question-
ed his character. I guess all
of us had wondered a bit as
to where Eddy had come
from, but being the kind of
a man he was—ready to give
his time and whole heart to
our town and the folks in it
—we figured he w^as beyond
all questioning. We held a
kind of respect for that fel-
low that I just can't explain.
To the disappointment of the
i^itizens and to that wise-
cracker's surprise, Eddy, in
a polite — almost humble —
manner, stepped out of the
race. He said that he appreci-
ated the honor, but that he
couldn't see his way clear to
lead a town unless every
single person in the town be-
lieved in him and trusted his
integrity.
"The folks were mighty
riled up at that wisecracker,
and not long afterwards the
population became one less
due to the sudden departure
of a restless citizen.
"Eddy Shawn never con-
sented to become mayor, but
he supported the one the
Second Prise Winner m Prose Contest
folks elected with all his
heart.
"When the schoolmaster
had to resign because of ad-
vanced rheumatism, Eddy
was asked to drive to the city
to meet the new teacher. On
I::s return the whole town
was taken by surprise at the
sight of the pretty little
teacher when she jumped out
of the car for her first look
around.
"Just about every male in
town helped add a more dain-
ty touch to the teacher's
quarters in hopes that Miss
Fields would take a liking to
the town. She seemed pleased
enough and soon settled
down to her w^ork with the
towheaded younger set.
"Life went on in the same
dawn-till-dusk country fash-
ion. And then harvest time
came on, and the spirit of
harvest, as the folks called it,
ushered in the colorful sea-
son of hay rides and square
dances. It was then that some
of the Cupid-playing busy-
bodies of the town got the
notion that Miss Fields and
Eddy would make a nice two-
some. They managed to
couple them whenever they
got the chance, but there was
no need for that. That notion
had struck the young couple
from the start.
"Everyday after school, Ed
dy would be there at the
schoolhouse, playing around
with the children like a big,
overgrown kid. When Miss
Fields came out, he'd be
there waiting for her; and
head to head and hand in
hand, they'd walk slowly
down the path from the
schoolhouse. It was a dog-
goned pretty sight.
"I always hate to think of
the way things turned out for
Miss Fields and Eddy. It was
a warm, windy morning in
March when Eddy saddled
the horses. He and Miss
Fields were going to ride
over the countryside to en-
joy the first soft greenness
of spring. Eddy had run back
to the house to get the picnic
lunch, when a sudden gust
of wind frightened Miss
Fields' Horse. He reared
straight up, on his hind legs,
then charged off like a bat
out of hell.
"Eddy ran back just in time
to see the horse bounding
down the rutted, dirt road
and dragging Miss Fields on
the ground—one foot hung in
the stirrup. When he finally
caught up with the horse, he
found it quietly standing in
a shaded dell about a mile
from the farm. Miss Fields'
Dattered body was lying on
the ground.
"Some say that Eddy went
crazy after that. Some say he
just withdrew from the folks
to ask God why He took Miss
Fields from him. Some say
that he must have had a
shadow in his background
just as that wisecracker had
implied; and some say Miss
Fields' death was just too
much for him to bear.
"Then some say
—
generous
as he was—that his grief
was too great to share with
his fellow men. Even so, the
whole town grieved, because
in a way Eddy Shawn's and
Miss Fields' love had been
theirs, too.
"That was forty years ago
since then another genera-
tion has taken over the
town.
(Continued on Page 16)
^^euL tluciion
Even the moth, irresistibly drawn
Close to the light of a flickering candle,
Seeking some warmth, some pleasant pro-
tection.
Hovering nearer with each passing mo-
ment,
Powerless to avoid its pitiable doom.
Then quickly darts, straight to the flame's
heart,
Snuffing out life, in the flash of an instant.
Slowly and hungrily, myriad beings
Are fiercely consumed by the bright yellow
flame.
A stillness descends, a wisp of blue smoke
Circles about, and then fades out of sight.
Many the moths that fly into the flame.
Nancy Lawrence
Bizarre—For A Reason:
Cocteau and the Theatre
Denise Montagne
(Editor's Note: Jean Cocteau wrote and directed
Orpheus, the movie which the Frdnch Club sponsor-
ed this year. He is also the wrifr and director of
The Eternal Return, a film which the French Club
brought to Longwood in 1951.)
^yiHO and what is this man Cocteau
\\y who amazes us, confuses us, and
often delights us? It is almost im-
possible to answer this question, because
Cociteau and his works are indefinable in
the ordinary sense. One cannot classify
him. Therefore, one must content himself
with what Cocteau does, and not try always
to understand what he means. Lovers of the
theatre and critics are firmly agreed that
Jean Cocteau, French poet, painter, play-
wright, choreographer, novelist, producer,
and movie director, is having a great in-
fluence on the present day theatre d'avant-
garde, not only in France but throughout
the civilized world.
The fact that Cocteau is adored and ad-
mired by the leading world artists does not
mean that the great public is pleased with
him ! His audacities outrage ; his antics
alienate; his morals shock. Scandals have
always shadowed Cocteau. He is too alive
to be easily liked, and his works are full of
astonishments and singularities. And so
Cocteau's public is essentially composed of
highbrows.
Cocteau's work is various and multiform.
It explores in all directions in a most auda-
cious way. Never does he try to profit by the
success of a previously developed style.
Each time he begins anew, taking his chance
like a dice-player and following his love of
risk. Each of his works is a manifestation
;
each brings to the theatre d'avaut garde a
new horizon—new domains. The originality
of his plays comes from the subject matter,
from their presentation, and from their
unique settings.
Codteau made his entrance into the
theatrical world in 1917 with Parade. Next
he wrote The Ox on the Roof (the title was
suggested by the great poet Paul Claudel)
for the Fratellini's. Then came The Bride
kn:d Groom of the Eiffel Toioer for the
Swedish Ballet and The Blue Train for the
Ballet Russe of Diaghileff in 1924.
In the 1920's, Cocteau's adaptations be-
gan to appear: Romeo and Juliet, Oedipus
the King, Antigone, and Orpheus. Each of
these is full of astonishing discoveries: in
Orpheus, a diabolic horse dictates mysteri-
ous messages, and Death dressed as a sur-
geon comes through mirrors. Jean Cocteau
knows how to recreate these legends. In the
Orpheus myth, he beautifully incorporates
his own poetry.
By the 19.30's, plays came rushing from
Cocteau's pen. First came The Human Voice,
a monologue on the telephone of a woman
who has been abandoned in love. Next he
presented The Infernal Machine, a play
which Christian Berard helped to great suc-
cess by his beautiful sets and costumes. The
success of The Infernal Machine was a bril-
liant example of the harmony which exists
between the text and its presentation.
Cocteau and Berard had discovered the joy
of collaboration ! The tragic legend of the
meeting of Oedipus and the Sphinx, as re-
created by Cocteau in The Infernal Machine,
takes on in his hands a new and upsetting
portrayal of youth. Next Cocteau proved
again his genius for adaptation in The
Knights of the Round Table, a play based
upon a medieval epic.
Toward the end of the 1930's Cocteau
—
ever new and ever changing—took a turn
which led him away from themes of the
past. The first of his plays which exempli-
fied Cocteau's new trend was Renaud and
Arinide, a modern tragedy. This play was
followed by three boulevard plays in which
he proved his amazing sense of melodrama
and vaudeville. These were The Terrible
Parents, The Sacred Monsters, and The
Writing Machine. The latter play, which
appeared in 1941, brings to the stage the
portrayal of the impulsive and troubled
souls of three fantastic characters who
(.Continued on Page 16)
XT was a bitter day in late December.The dark and menacing clouds drifted
in from the ocean bringing a drizzly,
cold rain—the aftermath of the storm from
which the town had suffered so severely the
night before.
Once this ocean-side town had been a
thriving resort—a "playground" as it was
called in those days. But that was before
the golden sand had been buried under an
ever-changing sea—before deep ridges had
been cut into the hard clay banks by a knife
edged in white foam. Now there remained
only an old boardwalk, its concrete surface
made unsteady from the ever-increasing de-
terioi-ation of its waterlogged groundings.
Its rail, once bright and shining, was now
covered with a deeply ingrained rust. The
to^vn fathers, however, had refused to tear
down the boardwalk. And so it stood, a
symbol of times past.
Few tourists stopped at the town now,
and the once famous hotels were boarded
up winter and summer. The town's popula-
tion had dwindled in the last fifteen years,
until now it was made up of only the people
who had been there before the great pros-
perity and a few of their children who had
refused to leave the domineering ocean's
side.
Dusk was falling fast one evening when
the stooped figure of an old man appeared
on the deserted boardwalk. His black over-
coat and his gray hat, though worn and old,
still had a certain genteel air about them.
His hands fumbled impatiently with his
shiny, black cane. The fingers that touched
and retouched the cane were long and
artistic, even though covered with white
dinner gloves. His very pale face had an
expectant look about it, and his transparent
gray eyes stared with eagerness into the
gloom ahead. He did not seem to notice
either the broken surroundings or the ocean
with its deep, angry roar. He was hurrying
along as though his destination afforded
him some great promise.
"She will be waiting for me," he thought.
"I must hurry."
He could almost see the house in his
thoughts. The light would shine through
the fog, and the slight figure of a young
woman would move back and forth in front
By Margaret Ann Pelton
of the window. Her welcoming smile would
glow with love. . .
His steps grew faster now. The darkness
had come, completely cutting off his vision
except for the few feet ahead of him. As he
walked down the long, wide strip of cracked
concrete, time retraced itself in his
mind ; and he saw a group of people stand-
ing on the steps of the house. In the middle
of the group stood the girl holding a large
painting. She looked at it for a second, then
turned toward him.
"It's magnificent," she breathed. "My
darling is a genius!"
Suddenly the picture faded, and he saw
only the fierce breakers of an ocean that
would not stop—an ocean that would beat
eternally upon the souls of men and upon
a barren shore that it wanted for its own.
He paused for a moment to catch his
breath and to brush his gloved hand across
his gray temples.
"But I must hurry," he reminded him-
self. "I'm almost there. It will not be long
before I will see her. She will be at the
house—the house about which she said,
'Regardless of what happens, someday we
shall meet again here.' "
He was almost running now. The house
should be just up ahead. Tensely, he peered
through the darkness which surrounded
him.
Where was the light! He was almost at
the spot now, but he saw nothing ahead!
Then he saw! A deep gorge had been made
when the concrete had crashed the night
before. The storm had washed away the
seawall and the rail. He stopped, his eyes
wandering slowly and unbelievingly along
the path the ocean made through the crev-
10
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ice. Nothing remained except a few tumbled
boards, a few strongly supported bricks.
The house was gone. Board after board had
been washed through the huge hole, and
even the roof itself had floated out to the
turbulent sea.
She was not here! Tightly he clasped
the edge of the sagging rail and raised his
eyes to his dreaded enemy, the sea. Again
the waters had taken their due. His body
trembled as if in agony. A low mioan escap-
ed his lips. Her name .... that one word.
A week filled with more terrible storms
had passed since the elderly figure had
made its way down the boardwalk toward
the scene of the disaster. At length, a cer-
tain calm entered into the grayness of the
passing days. The excavators, taking this to
mean a definite break in the weather, went
to see how great was the extent of damage
along the boardwalk.
A tiny speck of late afternoon sun was
trying to fight its way through the fog as
two of the excavators neared the end of the
boardwalk. They made their way gingerly
to the edge of the deep crevice filled with
the rotting boards of what had once been a
house. The older of the two men stared at
the broken rail and concrete and peered
down into the dark hole.
"Well, that finishes Devil's Inn," he said.
"It couldn't have lasted much longer, but
it's a shame it had to end like this."
"You talk as if it were something hu-
man," said the younger.
The older man gave him a quick look.
"You could almost say it was," he replied.
And then, more softly, "Yes, you could al-
most say it was."
The boy thrust his hands deep into his
jeans and asked, "What happened? I never
really heard. It's just always been here, a
sort of ghost house. It was before my time,
and I'd like to know about it."
The older man stood with his back to-
ward the boy. He seemed lost in the past.
"It's a pretty long story," he said. "A
man named Paul Dupree built the house. It
was simply called "Dupree's" then, and in
the old days it was open to one and all. My
father used to talk about the nights spent in
that big livingroom in front of the fire, the
ocean pounding outside and the window
shut tight against the cold. Everything that
caused this section to become a resort was
discussed right in front of that fireplace.
Well, the Dupree's and their nearby neigh-
bors, the Phillipses, were fast friends. The
Phillipses had a daughter named Evelyn,
who was about the same age of Eric, Paul
Dupree's only son. Eric and Evelyn grew up
together almost like a brother and a sister.
It was only natural that they should fall in
love. But Eric had a great talent for paint-
ing. They were separated for a few years
while he studied up state. Sometimes I think
he must have learned too much during these
years, or he wouldn't have done what he did.
By this time what was left of the sun
had passed away. A low moan of wind had
caught the boy's ear. He touched the older
man's arm.
"Did you hear that?" he questioned.
"Hear what?" the older man asked, rais-
ing himself out of a passing dream.
"That moan—almost like the cry of a
lost soul !"
The older man smiled. "That depends on
whether or not you believe in lost souls, my
boy. No, I think it was only the wind, though
there are lost souls around this house if the
tales are true."
The queer, ominous sound of the wind
had given the boy a weird feeling he couldn't
explain.
"And what did old Eric do?" asked the
boy.
"When Eric got back from school"—the
older man's voice was soft now—"when he
got back, he dabbled a bit in paints and
made sort of a name for himself. Finally, he
sold a painting for right much money. That
(Continued on Page 20)
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Duke—living in bewilderment.
Frederdick-—his brother and the
Duke's father's other
son.
JocK—a bit of all right.
Ommano—
a
suitor to
—
FiLLIAM—
a
country fellow.
Gallstone--a gem in the rough.
Rosa—daughter to the bewilder-
ed Duke.
Allame—^a country wench.
As You
By Mollie Hersman a::
Adapted From A Play By
ACT 1 SCENE 1
SETTING: TO THE WOODS
Duke:
Frederdick
:
Jock:
Duke:
Ommano
:
Gallstone:
Ommano
Gallstone:
Duke;
Rosa
:
Jock:
Sweet are the uses of snuff
Which, like the frog, stick in our throats.
What are the connotations of the words
Thou hast so royally spoken?
He said, "Let's all go down to Minnie
the Mermaid's. The fishing is good today."
Exeunt Frederdick
Enter Gallstone
Look, by yon further star!
Faith, I swear it is the noble Gallstone.
Clown, Dost thou live by thy wit?
No Sir, I live by the bar.
Ah, thou must be a man of law.
No such matter. I do live by the bar, for I live
in my house, and my house doth stand by the bar—Hallelujah!
Enter Rosa followed by Filliam
dragging Allame.
Ah, by the cavity in my front tooth, look
Who chances upon our fairyland Rosa!
Marry
I gotta go talk to myself. Who'll volunteer to go
vdth me ?
12
Fake It
iARBARA CASKEY
iam Shakesqueer
Gallstone:
Allame:
Ommano
:
Gallstone:
Jook:
Allame! Why not take Allame!
By my innocence I swear! Go shake your ears!
Exeunt Allame with Jock.
Peace, peace.
Exeunt Ommano and Rosa.
By my troth Duke, let's go down and live
It up a little by my house.
Exeunt Duke with Gallstone
Enter Jock smiling.
All the world's a woods
And all the men and women merely trees,
They have their fall and their spring.
First comes the seed, created and shattered
by the fall of nature.
Then comes the small root, nurtured and
fettered by the hand of spring.
Next, the blossoming of the young tree
Caressed and fondled by the fall and
the spring.
And then along comes man's best
friend- a dog.
The play is always what you choose
to make it.
Whether you like it depends on how
you take it.
Exeunt Jock, still smiling.
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A Basic Library of Classical Recordings
Nancy Lawrence
O^F, of the most pleasurable things in
life is to be able to have a concert at
home whenever you wish. Though
many people like to listen to great music,
they have not yet begun a collection of re-
cordings of their own. So they depend upon
radio and infrequent concerts to provide
them with the opportunity to hear great
music. On the other hand, there are many
who stifle their interest in classical music
by approaching it with the idea that it is
highbrow and full of incomprehensible in-
tellectual complexities. Perhaps both of
these groups of people would be aided by
the list of classical recordings at the end of
this article. This list makes up a fairly
well-rounded beginner's basic record library.
Perhaps an examination of ways by which
an appreciation of these recordings may be
attained would also be helpful.
One of the main reasons for having a
librai'y of recorded music is that the chances
for hearing good music over the air and at
concerts are so limited. The radio, a highly
commercial medium, attempts to provide
the majority of its listeners with what they
like best. The genuine lover of good music
frequently cannot find programs of his
taste on the radio. Concerts, too, ar-e rare,
and they entail the securing of tickets and
transportation.
The primary requirements for appreci-
ating and enjoying- the recordings selected
here are very simple ones which are natural-
ly possessed by all kinds of people : a love of
melody and rhythm. Music should first be
listened to with the heart. Then as one de-
velops his musical taste and knowledge
to greater and higher degrees of apprecia-
tion, the intellectual aspects, which make
music the truly great art it is, will follow.
It is the intellectual in music which makes
it perpetually new and lasting, but this
quality is not necessary at first. The melodic
and rhythmic qualities found in these re-
cordings were the first considerations
in drawing up this list. Those people who
consider classical music highbrow and in-
comprehensible can still enjoy these re-
cordings even without the intellectual ap-
proach or understanding.
Listening to the melody and rhythm,
then, is the first approach to enjoyment and
appreciation of these recordings. But there
are other ways of listening—other ways of
approaching this music than listening for
the purely sensuous satisfaction. There is
also the expressive quality of music—what
the music means to us personally and what
pictures or associations it calls to mind.
For instance, when we hear Beethoven's
Fifth Symphony, we realize that the com-
poser is using the medium of music to ex-
press the drama of turbulent emotions
—
the essence of human struggle. Another
example is Dvorak's New World Symphony
which makes one feel the spirit of the
American nation.
There are four essential elements in
music: rhythm, melody, harmony, and tone
color. As previously pointed out, melody
and rhythm come naturally to man. Appre-
ciation of harmony, an intellectual concep-
tion, comes later in the evolution of one's
musical interest. Many of the works listed
here, such as Shostakovitch's Fifth Sym-
phony and Stravinsky's Firebird Suite, of-
fer much opportunity for the exploration
of the harmonic in music. Tone color or
timbre in music is analogous to color in
painting. A composer chooses an instru-
ment with the tone color which best expres-
ses the meaning behind his ideas. Different
instruments produce different emotional
feelings. For instance. Ravel, in Daphms
and Chloe, used such instruments as the
clarinet and the flute in order to portray
the woodland atmosphere of this legend
from Greek mythology.
Thus the following works have been
chosen because they contain not only the
emotional but the intellectual. Because there
is always something new and different in
them to discover and exploi'e, they become
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increasingly satisfying with each hearing.
This list of recordings includes the classic,
the romantic, the impressionistic, and the
modern periods of musical history. The
works range from those of Bach, in the
Baroque era, to those of Stravinsky, a 20th
century modernist. As to record material,
recording, interpretation, and price, they
are very popular. All of them, with one
exception, are 33 1/3 L. P. recordings. With
the acquisition of these orchestral and vocal
recordings you will have the basis for a
good beginner's record library.
A Beginner's Basic Record Library
Bach Toccata and Fugue in D Minor—Biggs (organist) RCA (78 RPM)
Cantata No. 4— ("Christ Lay in the Bonds of Death")—Shaw Chorale
—RCA (vocal)
Handel Water Music Suite—Ormandy—Columbia
Mozart Symphony No. 41—Bruno Walter—Columbia
Beethoven Symphony No. 3—Bruno Walter—Columbia
Symphony No. 5—Toscanini—RCA Victor
Symphony No. 9—^Toscanini—RCA Victor
(coupled with Symphony No. 1)
Rossini Rossini Overtures—Toscanini—^RCA Victor
Schumann Piano Concerto—^Dino Lipatti—Columbia
Liszt Tone Poem—"Les Preludes"—Columbia
Wagner Three Famous Wagnerian Scenes—Kirsten Plagstad and Lauritz
Melchoir—RCA Victor
Franck Symphony in D Minor—Monteux—RCA Victor
Brahms Symphony No. 1—Toscanini—RCA Victor
Violin Concerto—Heifitz—Koussevitsky conducting—RCA Victor
Bizet Symphony in C—Stokowski—^RCA Victor
Carmen Suite—RCA Victor
Tschaikowsky Symphony No. 5—Ormandy—^Columbia
Piano Concerto No. 1—Horowitz—Toscanini conducting—RCA Vic-
tor
Dvorak "New World" or Symphony No. b in E Minor—Stokowski—^RCA Vic-
tor
Greig Piano Concerto No. 1—Artur Rubenstein—^RCA Victor
Sibelius Symphony No. 2—Koussevitsky—^RCA Victor
Rachmaninoff Piano Concerto No. 2—Rachmaninoff—^KCA Victor
Ravel Daphnis and Chlce Suite No. 2—Koussevitsky—^RCA Victor
Bolero—Koussevitsky—RCA Victor
Stravinsky Firebird Suite—^Stravinsky conducting the New York Philharmonic
Columbia
Prokofiev Symphony No. 5—Koussevitsky—RCA Victor
Copeland Appalachian Spring—Koussevitsky—^RCA Victor
Shostakovitch Symphony No. 5—Koussevitsky—RCA Victor
Symphony No. 9—Koussevitsky—RCA Victor
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Old Man of the Streets
(Continued from Page 7)
"These younger folks pity Eddy, but
they don't really understand. They don't
understand why their grandpas put an arm
around the old man's bent shoulders in a
kind of understanding way. They don't
understand why Eddy sits for hours every-
day in the old schoolhouse now overrun
with rats and mice which probably stare
curiously at the wasted, white-haired old
man who says nothing, does nothing
—
just
sits there.
"Now as he walks the streets, children
brush by him in their play, and dogs growl
at his shuffling figure. Folks like you
notice him and wonder about him.
"Yep ! He is our old man of the streets
—
• a man who had dreams which almost
came true. But they shattered before his
eyes, and he never tried to pick the pieces
up.
"Well, Soldier, I guess I've been monopo-
lizing the conversation with my big mouth.
You got anything to say?"
"Yes sir, Mr. Hawkins. Let's drink a
toast to the old man of the streets!"
Cocteau and the Theater
(Continued from Page 9)
occupy themselves with mystery
and intrigue. In 1946, Cocteau wrote The
Eagle Has Two Heads, about which he,
himself, says : "I think that in our country
the theater ceases to be theater and oscil-
lates between actionless ideas and stage set-
tings. I wanted to write a play for the
theater, a drama of rudimentary psycho-
logy which is heraldic in a way and as re-
moved from man and woman as tapestry
unicorns and lions are removed from real
animals." The American critics, however,
ripped this play to shreds when Tallulah
Bankhead appeared in it immediately after
the war.
Side by side with his work in the theater
is Cocteau's experimentation in the more
plastic medium of moving pictures. Cocteau
began directing films in 1930, and his first
presentation was Blood of a Poet, consider-
ed now by United States and French high-
brows alike as a classic of the cinema
d'avant-garde. His more recent movies are
The Eternal Return, Riiy Bias, and Beauty
and the Beast. An adaptation of the Tristan
and Isolde legend in our modern times, the
wonderful movie. The Eternal Return, is
full of poetry and of a dreamy, ballet-like
atmosphere. In Beauty and the Beast, Coc-
teau adapts a children's tale v.'ith an utmost
use of poetic imagery, rhythmic motion and
hypnotic music. The surrealistic touch is
applied to several scenes with absolute
poetic rightness. For instance, he puts in
slow motion Beauty's terror-stricken dash
through the Beast's castle, and by this
means he conveys every decible of the shriek
she cannot release. There is also plenty of
surrealistic wit : the Beast's eyes, ears, nose
and fingernails fume when the fires of lust
blaze up in him while Beauty's tears turn
to diamonds on her cheeks.
The modern adaptation of the Greek
myth Orpheus is an entertaining and in-
teresting experimentation in film-making.
It is Cocteau's belief that the best way to
create a motion picture is to slumber and
dream. "Nothing matters but the persons of
the dream . . . When someone sleeps and a
person enters the room of the sleeper, that
person does not exist. He exists only if he is
brought into the actions of the dream. "
Another of Cocteau's beliefs is that only
a few people—and these few are the only
interesting people—have ever been kidnap-
ped by fate. The lives of these few are mere-
ly ingenious—and often ironic—unfol dings
of their destiny. The attitude is that of the
Greeks from whom Cocteau frequently bor-
rows the themes of his stories. The Strange
Ones is an excellent example of this turn of
Cocteau's mind. In this movie, one views the
tragic story of a brother and sister destined
to love each other and to die of that in-
tolerable liaison. Even if the audience dis-
likes and resists such a stei'n and doleful
view of life, it is at the same time, absorbed
and disturbed by it. Thus The Stfange Ones,
like all of Cocteau's films, is full of night-
mares and cobwebs interspersed with
broken fragments of realism. His hero and
heroine are the strange ones. They are al-
most idiots, almost geniuses ; they are at-
(Continued on Next Page)
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tractive, poisonous, doomed. But as Cocteau
would say, they are human royalty, tor-
mented but glorious; the rest of us are
serfs.
It is exceedingly difficult to convey the
atmosphere of a Cocteau film. Any attempt
at description sounds perversely bizarre.
Of course, Cocteau is bizarre, but for an
excellent reason. He wants you to realize
that his is a special reality. He presents to
you the subtile reality of things which you
catch out of the corner of your eye, hear
as you pass beneath an open window, or
grasp as you fall asleep.
Difficult to understand, Cocteau is
equally difficult to classify. His works do
not seem to belong to any specific school of
thought. When Cocteau was classified as a
surrealist, he responded in his typical man-
ner: "There are simply people who write,
and others who try to hang name-tags on
them. It's nonsense. They say that my old
movie. Blood of a Poet, is surrealistic. I've
never had anything to do with surrealism."
To show how impossible it is to define
Cocteau's works, nothing would be better
than this excerpt from Velona Pilcher's
article printed in the issue of Theater Arts
for April, 1947.
"Fantastic, suggestive, fascinating, sti-
mulating, extravagant, sophisticated, com-
plicated, incalculable, romantic, melodra-
matic, idiomatic, subtile, simple, confusing,
clairvoyant, mysterious, preposterous. . .
No string of adectives can be too long
nor too strong for this tight-rope walker of
a writer feeling his way between the oppo-
sites, swaying between two kinds of con-
ciousness. Sometimes pretentious, but never
solemn; often absurd, but never stupid.
Never vulgar. Always sensitive. And forever
full of style."
Wallace Gould Nomad Poet
(Continued from Page 4)
as natural to him as breathing. It did not
take Wally's listeners long to discover that
he was a classical scholar. In fact, he was so
well versed in certain phases of the past
—
particularly Greek mythology—that he
could make the peoples of the past eras
come alive for all who heard him talk. He
knew them intimately. To the lover of mere-
ly current events, Wally appeared to be a
silly old man who was over-concerned with
things of the dead past and was too lazy
to face the realities of current life. If one
defines laziness as lack of physical labor
and does not count great mental strivings
as labor, this was a true accusation against
Wallace Gould. He was indeed indolent in
a way, and he hated to face the realities of
everyday life. Only the reality of an empty
stomach could make him turn from his
classical studies and musings to set out to
look for a job.
The townspeople never understood Wal-
ly. His artist temperament and eccentrici-
ties were too much for them. And since he
was very reticent about his life, both past
and present, he always remained an
enigma. But the publishing of his book
Aphrodite in 1928 revealed much of his
character to them, for many of the poems
were autobiographical.
In Aphrodite we find a Wallace Gould
of many moods, striding in powerful lines
across the pages. We see here a man who is
suddenly set afire with enthusiasm for
something and will not rest until he has
probed it to its very roots, only to suddenly
lose interest in it—a man who enthusiasti-
cally begins to write a book only to suddenly
rip the unfinished manuscript to shreds.
Such unstableness of character seemed to be
a part of his nature. Probably it was his
many-faceted talents that kept him from
sticking to any one phase of art. Be that as
it may, it was quite apparent that these
many brilliant flashes had burned out his
zest for life. When he arrived in Farmville,
he looked upon himself as a derelict wdth his
life behind him—as one who was now
searching only for a quiet place in the sun
to rest and muse.
To his friends Wally appeared to be a
true pagan, but little did they know that
Wally was one of the most enlightened
pagans in the world. He had studied the
various religions quite thoroughly, even
Buddhism, and had at one time planned to
be a priest. Maybe he had studied theology
too deeply, for he finally reached the
agnostic conclusion that all religions
(Continued on Next Page)
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Wallace Gould Nomad Poet
(Continued from Page 17)
amounted to no more than myths. He shows
a decided distaste but not disbelief in these
lines from Aphrodite:
"I do not want to enter Paradise
I do not like its plan, its personnel."
He much preferred the gods and goddesses
of Greek mythology who seemed to be more
native to nature, and he displays an inti-
mate love and knowledge of them all
through his poetry. Such Greek figures as
Aphrodite stand out as vivid, alive human
beings. In the love scene when Aphrodite is
trying to win the love of the stony-hearted
Ares, no young girl of today could be more
ardent in her love-making:
"I kissed him. He was obdurate.
I placed my head at his heart and my
arms about him.
I felt the flesh turn cold. I felt it wnce.
I felt the great hands clutch me, to repel
me
—
felt them relax and steal about me, and
the great arms enfold me, cautiously,
-" as if discovering some new thing. I rais-
ed my face.
: I saw the countenance pale, and now
flush, and now pale again. The head
sank down.
I closed my eyes. I felt the metallic lips
touch mine, cautiously, fumblingly.
I let them fumble till they found them-
selves at rest—
cradled for the first time, the divine
orphans, but not too late,
and there to nestle luxuriously and
long, though too content for slumber.
From that hour there was always Ares."
Ample place is given in his poetry for
his beloved cats for whom he shows a deep-
seated affection in such lines as these
:
"Why should I pick flowers for the
dining table? Often,
with coming home from tov,'n, or with
arising in the morning,
I find on the polished surface little
flowering vines or sprays wrought as
if by sorcery,
here in silver tracery, there in terra
cotta
—
little florescent footprints, here detach-
ed, there clustered,
amusingly rampant, frequently redolent,
ever exotic of design
—
an unarranged bouquet, a mass of magic
token flowers
telling me that one of my cats, if only
one, is at home, safe,
perchance a missing one.
Such are the only flowers that ever grace
my table, flowers
dearer to me, much dearer, than all the
flowers of the countryside."
His affection for these great cats that
roamed his house was unquestionable. Yet
one day he killed them all. This, another ex-
emplification of his characteristic change
of attitude, had back of it kindness of heart
—mercy-killing as he explains:
"For many are dead
—
and mine is the hand that poured each
vial of mercy.
I hope that mine alone will be the hand
to kill the rest.
As the pioneer of the prairie killed the
helpless of his heart, at hearing
the yell of the triumphant savage, so
shall I kill my own.
I know too much about a fate of which
my little friends know nothing,
ever to let them live when I no longer
hold my earthly acres."
The one thing, other than his intense love
for the Greeks, which remained constant
with him was a love for an elite, mysterious
lady of the past. This lovely lady, with
whom it seems he shared an esthetic re-
lationship, dominates many of his poems
:
"Long, long I stand by the sunken
mound
—
as long as I ever dare.
I often glance about the place,
for I know I should not be there.
Not for myself do I care,
but for the lady who loved me long,
with a love that well she hid
—
for laws and lips forbade us ever
to kiss. We never did."
(Continued on Page 24)
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Stained
(Continued from Page 3)
Now she would be able to study in detail
the writings of those authors whom Dr.
Harrington had taught her to know and love
so well. He had really been very kind to
her, Josephine thought, as she turned into
the lane that led to his home. People said
that at one time he had been in love with
her mother. Josephine had never been able
to confirm or to disprove this rumor, but
she had often thought how nice it would
be, had the professor been her father.
She climbed the shabby steps and rapped
at the door of Dr. Harrington's home. She
waited a few moments, then knocked again.
Open books and a glass half-filled with
lemonade upon a small table on the porch
told her that he was nearby
—
perhaps gone
for a walk in the cool part of the July day.
Josephine seated herself at the table and
began leafing through a worn collection of
Shelley's poems while she awaited the
professor's return.
She probably never would have read that
letter to Dr. Harrington, had it not been
that the snapshot of herself clipped above
the typewritten heading arrested her at-
tention. The selfsame snapshot that she
had sent when each student was asked to
accompany her essay with a picture of her-
self!
Only after she had read the letter twice
did the significance of the words sink into
her unwilling understanding. As she sat
thei'e, she tore the letter into shreds ; but
phrases from its contents began repeating
themselves in her mind : "You understand
my position" .... "To protect my son and
his family" . . . "Did not realize until I saw
the picture" . . . "Another contestant
chosen" .... and finally the signature:
Joseph Wilcox, Sr., Chairman of the Board
of Judges for the Contest.
A glance at the floor brought to her
attention the envelope that had brought this
letter—a long, brownish envelope with the
masculine handwriting that had become so
familiar to Josephine.
She opened her own envelope, and as she
glanced at her name and the words "Taking
Your Place in the Community," she dis-
covered a faint trace of the horrid black ink
under the nail of her index finger.
3ear
1 am afraid of spring ; there's no peace here.
The hate of growing things is in my veins.
There'll be none of this frightening, green grass fear
Where they shall bury me—no tears, refrains.
If I could only dream of other winters
Or of the summer, clean, promise fulfilled!
Another spring wherein I've waited splinters
The voice from out the earth which can't be stilled.
Could this green turmoil leave my soul at rest,
Not drop forgotten perfumes on my heart,
I would not feel green sobs beneath my breast
Nor whisper, coaxing love words in my ear;
But I've seen spring sun on a robin's wing
—
There is no peace here. I'm afraid of spring.
Joyce Welch
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The Lost Souls of Devil's Inn
^Continued frcm Page 11)
painting became a masterpiece. I saw it
only once, but it was one that I couldn't
forget. I'm not niudh for art, but this pic-
ture was different. Eric had painted a scene
of the ocean—nothing but the sky and the
water—but it looked as though he had put
the soul of the sea on that piece of canvas.
"The day after the painting was sold,
Eric and Evelyn were married. Paul gave
them the Dupree house as a wedding pra
sent. Evelyn was as excited about the pre-
sent as Eric was because, in a sense, it had
been her home as much as his. It rained so
hard that night that they did not leave for
their honeymoon until the next day. Early
the next morning, Evelyn went out for a
s\\im. It was cloudy and the sand was cold
and damp, but she went anyway. The ocean,
almost as if collecting a debt from Eric,
grasped Evelyn to its bosom and never let
her return. There are some things a man
shouldn't know too much about, and that
terrible water out there is one of them."
The old man stopped. A fog horn sound-
ed in the darkness.
"And Eric, what about him?'" the boy
questioned.
"Well, he left after the funeral. He went
up north somewhere, but he didn't paint. He
burned all of his canvases and brushes and
swore he'd never paint again. I doubt that
he ever got over it. When the old man died,
Eric came back for the funeral ; but he
didn't speak to anybody, and he left right
after they buried his father. That's when the
house was sold by the real estate people.
The house was made into a regular
tourists' home. But the new owners lost
money because folks said it was haunted.
All kinds of strange things happened there,
they said, like the smell of food cooking late
at night or lights moving in the kitchen
when nobody was there. A couple of people
even claimed to see a strange girl in a white
bathing suit, walking down the front steps
—always very early in the morning. The
tales got so bad that the house was finally
boarded up for good. From that time on,
people called it "Devil's Inn." Even after-
wards, folks saw smoke coming out of the
* limney. It's always been taken for granted
that Evelyn came back to the house to wait
for Eric.
"I guess this ends the haunts as well as
the house. I hope Eiic found Evelyn before
it happened. His soul could never rest with-
out her."
The two stood up and glanced once more
into the blackness of the ocean. A low gust
of wind wailed. The boy caught his breath.
"I heard it again," he whispered. "It seemed
to come from over there." He pointed to the
very edge of the broken rail.
They looked hard at the edge of the crev-
ice, at the beginning of the huge crack in
the cement.
Then the old man laughed, "Come along
boy," he said. "Ghost stories on a night like
this aren't good for anybody's mind."
They turned away from the hole filled
with rotting timber and broken bricks and
followed the path to the waiting truck.
How odd that both of them had stared at
the edge of the broken rail, and yet had not
seen the bent figure of the old man clinging
to it, or heard him sob, "Evelyn"—only that
one word.
Compliments of
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The Silver Fish Bowl
^Continued from Page 5i
having been interrupted. Josh kicked a
small rock out of the path, and the little
black bugs scampered out of the way of
his big feet. Studie anxiously searched the
maze of woods ahead for the natural en-
trance to the pool clearing. Finally, two
tall pine trees were visible, standing like
huge wooden columns that led to some
magnificent spot. Studie shouted with
glee.
It was a beautiful place. The late
afternoon shadows played quietly upon the
water, and the trees whispered a soothing
song to the weary. Josh sat down on a
rock ; but Studie with the jubilance of youth,
clambered to the edge of the bank and peer-
ed into the dark depths at the shining fish
that scurried away to their hiding places
under the overhanging rocks on the other
side. The child tried to follow them with
his eyes ; but to his disappointment, they
darted from view. Then one very small
fish fluttered the water and swam back
and forth before Studie as if to entertain
him as well as to apologize for the disap-
pearance of his unfriendly relatives. Studie
watched—the true joy of adventure shin-
ing in his eyes. Then he sat down, put his
ball beside him, and reached for the little
silver fish. Suddenly his arm brushed the
top of the ball, and it rolled over the edge
of the bank and fell into the water with a
splash that sent the little fish hurrying
away. Stunned, Studie watched his ball
sink into the deep pool. Then the tears
rolled down his cheeks.
Josh stood up and went to the boy.
"What's the big man crying about?"
"Bbball."
Josh looked into the pool where Studie
pointed. He leaned over and whispered
into his son's ear, "Papa will make you a
new ball."
But Studie continued his pitiful wail.
Josh knew how his child loved the toy, and
a strange but wonderful feeling flooded
through him. Shrugging his shoulders, he
took off his shirt and shoes and dived into
the water where Studie had pointed. The
boy watched his father and relief flooded
his face. Papa would get the ball. Papa
could do anything. Studie had a beautiful
picture book and a store-bought toy truck,
but the homemade ball was the only thing
that interested him. It wasn't even exactly
round as balls are supposed to be.
Studie watched the bubbles in the water
and the little fish that returned. He
clapped his small hands in glee. Then the
fish swam away.
The child looked very small there by the
pool in the mountains. The birds chirped
sadly. And the bubbles went away.
The moon's first soft rays fell upon a
sleeping child there by the pool in the moun-
tains. A little silver fish swam back and
forth inspecting the brush on the bank. The
birds chirped shrilly when a twig cracked
or a bush was brushed aside by hunters as
they trod their way past the pool and to-
ward their camp.
Doubtless the little silver fish hid in
the moss by the bank.
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"Truly A Drug Store"
GRAY S DRUG STORE
Farmville. Virginia
Distinctive
Portraiture
To keep for tomorrov;
the most memorable
moments of today
AGEE'S STUDIO
Quick Service on Kodak Finishing
HOTEL WEYANOKE
strictly Fireproof and Modern In
Every Particular
Excellent Meals
Across From Longwood College
C. PLEENOR, Mgr.
Longwond Hour
Every Wednesday at 3:45
870 on vour dial
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Opposite N, W. Passenger Station
Route 460 Plione 419
Farmville Creamery
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Farmville, Virginia
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TAYLOR-FORBES CO.
Dodge Job Rated Trucks
Dodge Passenger Cars
Plymouth Passenger Cars
203 West Third Street Phone 2
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Sportswear - Sweaters - Cordo Coats
Sport Shirts and Jackets
Always Come To
VERSER'S
F. W. Hubbard, Ins. Agency
General Insurance
Planter's Bank Building
Farmville, Virginia
Southside Drug Store
Compliments of Soutliside Drug Store
"On The Comer"
Collins Flowers
Make Happy Hours
COLLINS FLORIST
Phone 181 Day Phone 4 Night
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MARTIN THE JEWELER
Will Appreciate Your Business
Farmville, Virginia
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"The House of Quality"
Stop Where You Are
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d "^ For
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Farmville, Virginia
First National Bank
Farmville, Virginia
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Kleanwell Cleaners
The Cleaning Spot
Farmville, Virginia
CHAS. E. BURG, Florist
Appropriate Flowers For All
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116 W. 3rd St. Phone 600 or 601
Printing
• Letter Heads
® Folders
• Newspapers
PHONE
THE FARMVILLE HERALD
North Street — Farmville, Va.
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Shoes Farmville, Virginia
COLLEGE SHOPPE
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Farmville -:- Virginia
"Compliments of your
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J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
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Wallace Gould Nomad Poet
(.Continued from Page 18)
A great deal about Wally's life in Maine
can be gleaned from some of the retrospec-
tive poems of people and places in his past.
Such New England figures as Anne and
Rosalind Bard are remembered by Wally
in vivid images as he tells in narrative form
of their lives. William Carlos Williams says
of these accounts : "Gould used the local ma-
terial in a broad way with loose, undulant
lines that I greatly admired. It was not
the nostalgic glamour of these Victorian
passages at all but the firmness of images
and a smoothness of diction that I praised."
Margery Mansfield says of Gould's me-
ticulous and vivid poetry: "The memory of
the poem is better than the poem. And that
means skill."
Such was the character of Wallace
Gould, who, like a nomad, wandered down
to Farmville one night in 1920 and remain-
ed for more than a quarter of a century as
quiet and mysterious as the nomad wander-
ers of the desert.
Would You Care To See Our Scrapbook?
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lest CAMELS ^r 30 days
f>rMILDNESS and FUVOR!
EVERY SMOKER wants a cigarette
that will give him more pleasure, pack
after pack. And more people have found
more pleasure in Camels than in any
other cigarette! Try Camels as your
steady cigarette! Smoke them for 30
days and see how mild, how flavorful,
how thoroughly enjoyable Camels
are, week after week.
There must be a reason why . .
.
CAMEL leads all other brands by billions of cigarettes
